Worksheet 6. Chief Seattle: Definitions

Choose the correct completions. The line number refers to the line in Chief Seattle’s speech in Worksheet 5.

1. In line 4, **sparkle** means (shine brightly / feel wet).
2. In line 5, **sacred** means (most highly respected / afraid).
3. In line 6, **shore** refers to the edge of the (forest / water).
4. In line 6, **mist** is a word that is similar to (haze / sunshine).
5. In line 6, **meadow** is the same as (tree / field).
6. In line 6, **humming** means (flying / making a kind of noise).
7. In line 7, **holy** refers to something (sacred / forgotten).
8. In line 8, **sap** and **blood** are (liquids / gasses).
9. In line 9, **veins** refer to (the parts of the body that carry blood / skin).
10. In line 10, **perfumed** means that the flowers smell (good / bad).
11. In line 12, **quench** means (want more / satisfy).
12. In line 15, **precious** means very (small / valuable).
13. In line 15, **spirit** means the basic, most important part that you (can / can’t) see or touch.
14. In line 17, a **sigh** is a small (sight / sound).
15. In line 20, **destiny** refers to the (past / future).
16. In line 21, **tamed** means (controlled / sold).
17. In line 22, **scent** refers to something that you (touch / smell).
18. In line 24, **heartbeat** is the (size / sound and rhythm) of your heart.